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Hello, I’m Rupinder Randhawa and I’d like to invite you to try out a beta version of our new Equinix Internet Exchange portal. To get started, type in https://betaix.equinix.com into your browser.
You will immediately be taken to the login page. Use the same login credentials that you use for the current
version of the portal. If you don’t have one, simply select “Request an account”.
After logging in, you are presented with information selected specifically for you based on your user profile.
Since I am logged in as an Equinix user, I am being shown my port traffic, my peers and carefully selected
opportunities for additional peering. The Dashboard highlights key areas of interest that our Peering customers have identified. Below that we show your top three most utilized ports.
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Let’s look at the first item on the main menu. “My Port Traffic”. Select My Ports to see the traffic statistics
for all your Equinix Internet Exchange ports. You can switch between a 24-hour summary or three-month
summary. The table is organized by Port Name, but you can sort by any column.
Let’s look at it organized by the Average Incoming Traffic. On the far left, you can easily filter based on
Region, Metro, IBX, or can select just one single Port. When selecting a single port, such as this one in DC2,
the main screen now gives greater detail on that port’s traffic statistics.
Now let’s take a look at My Peers. This table lists all the participants that we are peering with. You can narrow it down by filtering on Name or ASN. If I type in Google as an example, I can see the total traffic that I
am exchanging with them. Clicking on the chevron on the far right, I can see all the metro locations where
we are peering. I can even go deeper by selecting a port. When clicking GW1 for example, I am placed into
that detailed port view as before.
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If interested in finding new peering opportunities, go to Peering Discovery and select Find Participants and
My Peers. Here is a master list of all Equinix Internet Exchange Peers by name and location. As you can see
from the Legend, you can quickly visualize where these organizations are located, if you are already peering
with them, a Peering Opportunity, meaning that you are peering with them somewhere in one of our IBX’s
but are not peering at a location where you are both present. Lastly, you can also see if you are not peering
at all even though you may be located in the same metro.
This list can be narrowed down by filtering based on My Peers or My Metros. If you are interested in finding
a specific location or organization, you can type them into the search fields and can enter multiple criteria
at once.
Most importantly, if wanting to order a new port, you can easily do so using our extremely easy to use
online ordering feature. Select Order a Port and you will be walked through an order flow that knows what
assets you have with Equinix and where.
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For more information on Peering, Equinix Internet Exchange, the portal or how to order the service, use the
Resources menu in the top. Look for more videos on the Equinix YouTube channel that drill down on each
feature.
Thanks for watching!
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